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ABSTRACT

To determine how reading and writing in Vietnamese interact at the primary stage, a longitudinal study of 269 primary students (Grade 2 to 5) was carried out. Collected data include students’ assessment results on oral reading, silent reading, and writing skills in Vietnamese subjects by each school year. The correlation and cross-lagged correlation analysis between these skills confirmed the interaction between reading and writing skills at grade levels. Oral reading skill has positively contributed to writing skill in Grades 2 and 3. Writing skill has positively contributed to silent reading skills in Grade 3 to 5. It can be claimed that at the beginning of literacy acquisition, reading skills (oral reading) have an impact on writing, but when writing skill is mastered, this skill affects reading skills (silent reading). The role of writing in reading is also proposed in the discussion.
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1. Introduction

Written language is a form of code. Therefore, it can be said that the acquisition of written language is the process of learning to decode them, from characters to sounds (reading) or to encode them, from sounds to characters (writing). Of course, this learning does not happen as naturally as a spoken language but requires systematic instruction in schools.

Reading is not just simply recognizing a word and pronouncing it out loud. The purpose of reading is to understand what is being read. Achieving this goal is a complex process of learning how to read. First, to be able to read, the child needs to know the sounds that correspond to the written words. At the same time, they also need background
knowledge and a rich vocabulary to understand the words they read. Eventually, a child can automatically recognize most of the words and read them fluently based on grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure.

Thus, reading is the process of recognizing and distinguishing the written words and thereby understanding the meaning of the text. This process does not occur spontaneously but requires specific and systematic guidance. One of the goals of this learning is that readers can automate the word recognition process so that they can focus on understanding sentences and texts. In particular, the decoding or recognition of writing is considered as a prerequisite for understanding the text. Indeed, if reading is easy and effortless in an adept reader, it is because their word recognition occurs almost reflexively (Sprenger-Charolles & Colé, 2003).

Writing is also not simply listening to a sound and translating it into a written word. The goal of writing is to create a text to express your ideas to others. Along with background knowledge and rich vocabulary, there are two groups of skills needed to become a writer: drafting skills (ideas, planning, etc.) and transcribing skills of transcribing into letters (create letters, capitalize, punctuation...). In particular, the skill of transcribing into letters is considered a fundamental and prerequisite factor for writing. According to the research of the authors Content & Zesiger (1999), the method of creating writing is the process of going gradually from mastering the phoneme-grapheme conversion to memorizing written forms. Accordingly, there are two methods of writing: (1) assembling phoneme-grapheme (a word heard is divided into phonemes, these phonemes will be linked to the corresponding graphemes, finally, words will be established by assembling these orthographic segments; (2) retrieve the spelling of a known word, which is stored in memory.

The method of reading and writing differ in at least two ways: in terms of the use of phonemic mediators and the task performed. (1) In the reading mode, it is the conversion from grapheme to phoneme. In writing, it is the reverse transformation, from phoneme to grapheme. (2) For the reading task, to recognize a word, recognizing only part of the written words is almost enough to identify them correctly. However, writing requires precise knowledge of each letter of a word and their order in the word. Thus, one can read a word correctly without necessarily spelling it correctly, but once a word is spelled correctly, it is certain to read it correctly. During formal written language acquisition in schools, learning to read and learn to write takes place in parallel. Because learning to write is more difficult than learning to read, many studies have shown that writing skills are formed later than reading skills (Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002; Landerl & Wimmer, 2008). In addition, there is a certain dissociation between these two skills in children who have difficulty acquiring written language. They can read but cannot write or vice versa. However, this dissociation is uncommon and short-lived.
Regarding the relationship between these two methods, two basic questions arise: are reading and writing a unified learning process or are they two parallel activities? If there is a relationship between them, what role does each method have to the other? Regarding the first question, there is ample evidence that reading and writing skills are strongly correlated (Content & Zesiger, 1999; Huynh, 2013). Regarding the second question, studies have shown that the relationship between reading and writing is reciprocal (synthesized from Sprenger-Charolles & Serniclaes, 2003). The interaction between reading and writing was also observed with grade development: early elementary school students' writing ability could predict their reading ability, and conversely, the reading ability could also predict their writing ability (Leppanen, Niemi, Aunola & Nurmi, 2006; Cameron, Brock, Murrah, Bell, Worzalla, Grissmer, & Morrison, 2012).

Studies from a neuropsychological perspective also confirm this interrelationship. They particularly emphasize the positive impact of writing on word recognition and reading learning (James & Englehardt, 2012; James & Atwood, 2009).

Thus, it is clear that reading and spelling are not independent skills, however, their influence on each other in different language environments as well as in different learning stages still need to be explored.

The objective of this study was to investigate the link between the reading and writing skills of children learning Vietnamese in primary grades, from the second to fifth grade. The results of this study will contribute to the enhancement of our understanding in the field of written language acquisition at the individual level, in different languages.

2. Method

2.1. Sample

The research sample includes 296 students, randomly selected from two primary schools in Ho Chi Minh City. The results of these students' Vietnamese tests were compiled from second grade to when they finished fifth grade. In this sample, the number of students who dropped out of school or transferred was excluded to ensure complete and thorough information from second grade to fifth grade of the sample.

2.2. Data collection

Data were collected by recording the results of reading and writing Vietnamese of a group of primary school students through the school years, from second to fifth grade, from 2016-2021. These results of the school's year-end examination were assessed by teachers based on the guidance of the Ministry of Education and Training.

The assessment included an oral reading test, a silent reading test, and a writing test. The oral reading test is conducted individually in a listening-speaking format. Students were required to read aloud a passage of text (with a grade-specific volume) and answer questions
about its content. Students were then assessed on reading accuracy, reading speed, pauses, punctuation, phrases, and answering questions.

The requirements for the silent reading test were that students read a passage of text (with a grade-specific volume) and answered multiple-choice and constructed-response questions (in writing format). Scores were assessed on student paperwork.

The requirements for the writing test were that students tested their spelling skills by a piece of text (with a grade-specific volume) and practice writing. In this test, students were assessed on writing speed, spelling, clarity, cleanliness, correct presentation, and drafting sentences/texts on a topic or a specific requirement.

2.3. Data analysis

To examine the relationship between reading and writing, we used a partial Pearson correlation coefficient between the reading variable and writing variable over time deviation (calculated by school year). For example, the correlation between the second grade's reading result and the third grade's writing performance with the control variable is the second grade's writing performance and vice versa. This method elucidates the causal relationship between variables during development by comparing the magnitude of the partial correlation coefficients (Perfetti et al., 1987, cited by Huynh, 2013). Accordingly, if the correlation coefficient between reading results in second grade and writing results in third grade (control variable is second-grade writing) is higher than the correlation coefficient between second-grade writing and third-grade reading (the control variable is second-grade reading), then it can be inferred that current reading learning predicts subsequent writing outcomes in elementary school students. If the above comparison is opposite, it can be inferred that learning to write now can predict the outcome of learning to read later (Table 1).

Table 1. Illustration of cross-lagged correlation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable 1</th>
<th>Variable 2</th>
<th>Control variable</th>
<th>Partial correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading 2</td>
<td>Writing 3</td>
<td>Writing 2</td>
<td>r_{R-W}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing 2</td>
<td>Reading 3</td>
<td>Reading 2</td>
<td>r_{W-R}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If $r_{R-W} > r_{W-R}$: Reading leads to better writing
If $r_{W-R} > r_{R-W}$: Writing leads to better reading

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The correlation between reading and writing in each school year
Table 2. Correlation coefficient between results of reading and writing tests in each school year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Silent reading</th>
<th>Oral reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**: p < .01

In grade 2, Table 2 shows that there is a moderate correlation between the results of the writing test, the silent reading test, and the oral reading test. In grade 3, the magnitude correlation coefficient decreases in writing and silent reading, and there is no correlation between writing and oral reading at this stage. However, for grade 4 and 5, there is a correlation between writing and silent reading.

3.2. The interaction between reading and writing through school years

3.2.1. The interaction between Silent reading and Writing through school years

Table 3. Cross-lagged correlation coefficients between silent reading and writing through school years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation coefficients</th>
<th>Control variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing 2 – Silent reading 3</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent reading 2 – Writing 3</td>
<td>0.22**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing 3 – Silent reading 4</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent reading 3 – Writing 4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing 4 – Silent reading 5</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent reading 4 – Writing 5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that $w_{W,R} > r_{R,V}$ from grade 3 to grade 5. Therefore, it can be said that writing skill achieved at these stages has a constant impact on students’ silent reading skill, while from grade 2 to grade 3, this impact was not observed.

3.2.2. The interaction between Oral Reading and Writing through school years
Table 4. Cross-lagged correlation coefficients between and Writing through school years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation coefficients</th>
<th>Control variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing 2 – Oral Reading 3</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Reading 2 – Writing 3</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing 3 – Oral Reading 4</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Reading 3 – Writing 4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing 4 – Oral Reading 5</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Reading 4 – Writing 5</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that the correlation coefficients between oral reading and writing are insignificant in grade 3 and grade 4. However, a comparison of magnitude correlation coefficients in grade 2 and grade 3 ($r_{R-W} > r_{W-R}$) shows a positive influence of oral reading on students’ writing skills.

Therefore, the cross-lagged correlation coefficients show the interaction between reading and writing is different depending on the reading test requirements and grade levels. To be more specific, achieving the writing skill first will positively contribute to the current silent reading skill from Grade 3 to Grade 5. Besides, oral reading skills achieved in the previous period will positively contribute to the current writing skill in Grade 2 and Grade 3.

3.2. Discussion

The objective of this study was to explore the link between reading and writing skills among children learning Vietnamese in different grade levels of primary school.

The results show that there is a clear link between reading and writing. These findings confirm the theory of the written language acquisition process: reading and writing are two closely related modes.

The cross-lagged correlation coefficients of the school year have recognized the interaction between reading and writing skills in different grade levels. However, the direction of this influence varies by grade level and by the specific requirements of reading (silent reading or oral reading). Specifically, in the early years (second to third grade), oral reading positively contributed to writing, and no correlation was observed between silent reading and writing skills. At the end of high school (third to fifth grade), writing skills had a significant impact on silent reading achievement and there was no correlation between reading and writing skills.

The findings of the effect of writing on students’ ability to read silently in this study are similar to the findings in research on the effect of handwriting on the functional development of the brain in children. According to James and Engelhardt (2012),
handwriting is essential for children's brain development and, therefore, can facilitate the ability to learn to read in young children. More specifically, research by Gimenez, Bugescu, Black, Hancock, Pugh, Nagamine, & Hoeft (2014) provided evidence of a link between handwriting quality and functional efficiency of brain regions involved in problem-solving phonemic coding, an important prerequisite for later acquisition of written language.

Other studies have allowed an explanation of the impact of literacy on reading as well as academic performance in general. When copying letters and words, children not only need to control the movements and force of their fingers and hands, but also pay attention to the stimuli involved, keeping their memory active to ensure that all the contents are going to be copied, coordinate hand and eye movements (Maldarelli, Kahrs, Hunt, & Lockman, 2015). Research on fine motor skills development shows a strong link between fine motor skills in general and success in kindergarten. Children with good fine motor skills not only perform better on letter-writing tasks but also in maths in kindergarten (Luo, Jose, Huntsinger, & Pigott, 2007). In addition, these skills are associated with achievement in reading and math by the end of fifth grade (Dinehart & Manfra, 2013). This shows that when children do not have to focus so much on hand and eye movements for writing, they have more energy to process the meaning of numbers and letters, and thus, learning becomes easier.

The discovery of the positive role of literacy in learning to read may force us to revisit the issue of children's writing practice before formal reading. It is clear that directing children to any fine motor practice, non-selective is not the right way to prepare. Children need to practice the fine motor patterns that are directly related to the practice of writing. However, forcing children to write correctly, beautifully, in a straight line is not advisable. At this stage of preparation, children must write freely, without following a pattern and without having to write correctly, since at this stage, children's writing is considered an "invention". Stimulating creativity in children is what adults need to do.

4. Conclusion

This study has shown a link between reading and writing Vietnamese in primary school students, both at the beginning stage of learning to read and write as well as reaching literacy fluency. The study also explores the direction of influence of these two competencies by analyzing the partial correlation between the competencies over school years. However, the direction of this influence varies by grades and types of reading (silent reading or oral reading). Specifically, writing skills acquired in the previous grade had a significant effect on students' reading achievement in third grade through fifth grade. On the other hand, the results show a positive effect of oral reading on children's writing achievement in the second and third grades. It can be said that when children first learn to read and write, reading skills (oral reading) have an impact on writing, but when they have mastered writing, this skill affects reading skills (reading silently).
This finding needs to be confirmed by different data sources as well as different data analysis methods so that it can be confirmed that early literacy practice (in a free-form style) is also an important foundation for learning to read in primary school.
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